
14 Parishes 
 
 

We knew right from the outset that this journey was an ambitious one… covering all 14 parishes in a single day would 

require both drivers in the 2 mini buses- with 45 passengers in total- to keep their foot on the accelerator… and in typical 

Jamaica style.. blowing the horn instead of breaking! The fact that the trip would offer only a whistle-stop moment (in 

each location)… if that, added to the excitement for many…  

 

**In the interest of confidentiality and dignity I have changed the names of individuals and some situations… to protect 

the guilty! 

 

15 minutes gone and we had not moved from our starting point at Whitehouse Westmoreland… it’s now 05:45hrs… 

everyone was reminded of the importance of being on time… YET we are still waiting for Mrs and Mr Thoroughgood… 

Just as someone asked “Den a who we-a wait fa?” (Whom are we waiting for?). I made an executive decision – and TOLD 

Anthony Kennedy- my counterpart on the second bus- that we were leaving….This was applauded and someone said 

“Tcho, a weh dem a put on suh?” (What on earth are they dressing in… that’s taking so long?).  

 

Within 15/20 minutes of driving, right at a place called Border, a Taxi flashed its lights from behind… It was one of the 

passengers who alerted the Mini bus driver. Thinking that this taxi wanted to overtake, the younger passengers said, 

almost in unison “Hole road drivah” (Don’t give way… don’t let them pass!). Somehow the taxi driver managed to flag us 

down… The passengers in the taxi were none other than the Thoroughgoods!  

 

They did not apologise, just said “Den unnu mean seh unnu would leave we?” (Are you serious… would you really leave 

us?). This caused fits of laughter. Quite clearly they had not equated the fact of having to take the taxi to catch up, meant 

they WERE left... 

 

They also asked whether whey would have been refunded, had they missed the trip!! Lots of eyes rolling, shifting on seats 

and heavy exhalations, but no comments! 

 

Anyway… the journey…  

 

The speed and “heroic” overtaking clearly appealed to the younger pleasure-seekers, and they laughed raucously egging 

the driver on to even more “challenging” fetes! (The second mini bus was never more that 15/20 feet behind… sometimes 

jotting out over the centre of the road, as if wanting to overtake… MAD!) They also asked for the music to be turned up or 

changed… at one point someone said  “Tek aaf dat dead sintin’ deh” (requesting the driver to change the music for a more 

uplifting/upbeat one!).  This prompted one of the more senior travellers to respond to the request by saying “Y’u a seh di 

music dead? Slow down deh likkle please driver… mi nuh t’ink massa Gad ready fi mi jus’ yet!” Another senior discreetly 

produced a little black Bible, tightened her left hand around it. With her eyes closed, she mouthed something inaudible 

and shook momentarily, as if in a trance!! Another one pleaded with the Divine “Du, tek over de wheel a beg y’u Jeezas!”  

This sort of running commentary and banter was quite common on most journeys. On this occasion though, I suspected 

there was a little bit of real fear as well!! 

 

So we whizzed through St Elizabeth and couldn’t help noticing the many excavations caused by the Bauxite industry… 

Said to be the richest parish and referred to as “the feeding- bread basket of the Island.” However, having done my 

research, I was able to inform travellers that a report as recent as 1999, showed that only 64.8 % of St Elizabeth adults - 

age 15 and over- were literate. 

Thirty-five per cent therefore, were illiterate. That statistic could not have been a proud reading for persons in the parish 

of St Elizabeth. I made a mental note to look up the latest figures… after all; this is some 15 years later! Anyway… the 

information conveyed to the passengers brought about a reflective moment… before order was restored and we zipped 

through the largest parish and entered the cool and mountainous terrains of:- Manchester with its capital Mandeville.  



I pointed out the plaque erected in honour of one or our national Heroes Norman Washington Manley. In addition we 

caught sight of the oldest Hotel in the Caribbean- Mandeville Hotel. Surely there are older Hotels in Cuba?... maybe this is 

NOT the Caribbean… just a thought! Yet more Bauxite, which no one really bothered with.. seen it been there etc etc!! 

Passengers didn’t bat an eyelid when I told them that Jamaica was the leading producers of Bauxite, along with 

Australia… although someone did interject “Mi know dem use it fi mek aluminium Miss Sadie” 

However, many passengers remarked favourably on the carefully manicured rows upon rows of citrus plants. As we sped 

through, it was observed that the town appeared vibrant with many restaurants, Clubs and other night-life facilities… 

some speculated that perhaps we should return to Mandeville… just for shopping… “’Ow y’u- ago shap widout money… 

y’u can shap wid y’u yaye?” asked an inquisitive young male (I thought you were broke… it takes money to shop… 

perhaps eye shopping!!). I also pointed out that Manchester/Mandeville was a favourite destination for returning 

residents from UK due to its cool and agreeable climate.  

Now on to:- St Catherine… again without leaving our seats, we viewed the famous horse racing tracks at Camanas Park 

and a salt factory. This gave me the opportunity to inform travellers that this parish produces the largest amount of salt in 

the Caribbean… and sure enough someone piped up “Ah tru...? den ‘ow come we-a pay fi salt?” This parish is seeped in 

history and with its capital Spanish Town... many would like to return for a longer and more measured visit!........ 

 

After approximately 1hour and 40 minutes, we reached our first scheduled stop:- Clarendon… not bad I thought. The map 

says 97km with a time of 1hour and 34 minutes… on a good day! Of course this is where we visited last year… and 

specifically the mineral Baths… this time it was the breakfast in the accommodating Juici Patties/Beef that had our full 

attention! The choice was enormous… from wholesome cook food i.e. yam, banana, fried dumplings, ackee & salt fish, 

liver, stew chicken & much more mouth watering Jamaican foods we must not forget the good” ole Patties”, wide choices 

of hot/cold beverages. This Clarendon Park is more than a “pit stop”.  

Half hour was clearly not long enough for many as they carried food back on to the buses… This said, quite a few of the 

senior passengers had prepared food and drinks from home and consumed these from the start of the journey… some are 

uncomfortable with eating out and various medical conditions required them to eat little but regularly… some just 

prepare good out of habit! “Y’u neva can tell Miss Sadie” (Anything is possible.. what if we break down in the middle of a 

desolate place!!... something like that!). 

08:05hrs and we are on our way to ……. Kingston & St. Andrew:  On arrival, we noted a plaque on a building named in 

honour of the National Hero George William Gordon who was born in Kingston. Then we circled Norman Manley airport… 

There were passengers who had not travelled on an aeroplane. They spent much time talking about visits to and from the 

airport, delivering or collecting family members. They also asked others about their experiences of air flight etc.  

Some fascinating and enthralling stories from those who travelled to America, Canada, Cayman Island and UK. They all 

competed for the floor and soon it was just a cacophony of sounds. However, it was the 78 years old Mr Carruthers and 

his story from going to Cuba, which really caught the imagination.. he said… (No… this is for another time and place… 

sorry!!!) 

As we drove on, we came across the University of the West Indies (as if by chance!) based in the parishes’ capital Half 

Way Tree. Much discussion about the need for a sound education… it was as if some passengers welcomed this 

opportunity, which was stored up from the previous comments back at St Elizabeth! One passenger told the group that 

she had recently being accepted in the university but at a subsidiary site in Montego Bay…. She received lots of praise, 

advice and encouragement…. Can’t remember what she said she would be studying… Psychology and Sociology? I think! 

Before we reached, Mr X (an elder) asked for an emergency “Comfort Break”… this caused me to make a mental note 

consider a urinary tract infection, Kidney problems or Diabetes… (Always the Nurse me!). We meandered our way 

through the congested streets and markets and observed the Houses of Parliament and Kingston House- The Prime 

Ministers’ Residence. When we passed Sabina Park, some passengers commented that they has visited there in the past to 



watch cricket… then a protracted discussion about the best cricketers produced by the West Indies… and whether a 

Jamaican was the very best!! This was a time when many of the women disengaged… but not all… some held their ground 

and contributed passionately!!...  

 

One young man stated,  “Cricket dead!” and turned his head pointedly towards a window. Then a senior observed “first 

unnu seh di music dead, now you seh cricket dead… faevah y’u have a pre-occupation wid di afterlife!” Much laughter….!!   

 

We also discussed the fact that our International Reggae superstar Bob Marley’s museum was right there on Hope Road. 

Understanding the tension between the Rastafarians and Christians in our community, I kept a very low profile as we 

drove past…. Someone else pointed it out!   

 

Then…just as I was thinking that no one cared for the historical information I was imparting, a senior asked “Den a wah 

y’u say dat wan did du miss Sadie?” (What contribution did he make) Another clarified that the questioner was asking 

about, George William Gordon. Before I could answer, a 16 years old female responded saying “William Gordon is famous 

for his vehement opposition to slavery in the 19th Century… he was executed and only made a Nation hero on the 

centenary of his execution…” This was great stuff and very close to my research findings… Wow, I thought… This young 

lady is going places!...   

 

Now on to St Thomas… some 5:10 minutes in… and I am feeling very tired… can’t keep my eyes open… I asked one of the 

elders if they would be able to point out some famous sites.. Once she agreed, I handed over the mike and promptly fell 

asleep… So I’m not quite sure exactly what they were told or indeed what they saw… I do know that the parish is called 

the forgotten parish—by locals due to what they see as the leader’s “continuous refusal to develop the area”. I would have 

expected that my deputy would point out some of the natural springs and healing waters, which is a main attraction for 

tourists; The fact that the parish is the birthplace of National Hero Paul Bogle who lead the Morant Bay rebellion against 

slavery and the many Banana and sugar factories…  

 

When I woke up… someone mentioned that they saw three Churches in a square… and also something about a “Hanging 

tree” or “Old Man Tree”. Which I was not familiar with… I resolved to research these!... It was one of the seniors who 

mentioned these! Then someone remembered a comment made by an elder, which was very funny… “Den-a-soh near di 

flour mill deh to di cement company mon, mi gad, no wanda di flour taste soh tight’ hm, hm, hm.” (The cement must be 

contaminating the flour). Another comment suggested that perhaps flour could be used to add an extra room… “It would 

be much cheaper” concluded another!.. Of course this gave me the opportunity to comment on the use of flour in our daily 

diet… 

 

 

Mr X asked for another comfort break….. umm… but it is three hours! The scheduled stop for lunch is next! 

 

Portland with it capital Port Antonio…. One hour stop for lunch at the World’s famous Blue Lagoon and Boston Jerk 

Centre. Over lunch, we discussed the turbulence within the rivers during the hurricane seasons… some remarked on how 

peaceful and tranquil the rivers appeared. Some said they could understand why so many people settled in Portland after 

they had travelled abroad as they too found the climate pleasing. EXCELLENT FOOD…..Every one enjoyed it!! 

 

So on to St Mary…. With its sizeable settlement of East Indians, We viewed the many historic buildings and noted the 

distinct Spanish flavor, which is a relict of the Spanish occupation from 1509 to 1655. From my search when gathering 

information, I was able to point them to the work of Francisco Morales Padron, which provided much detail regarding the 

occupation etc…  

 

Visibility became difficult due to a rather sudden sun-set. We determined to make another visit to this parish asap! 

 



Other attractions in Trelawny, St Ann’s, St James and Hanover, went largely unnoticed… Most fell asleep (except the 

driver… or course!!) We travelled home in silence… and agreed that it was a worthwhile trip!!  

 

Its perhaps fitting that the Thoroughgoods are involved right at the end of our journey…“Hm…” said Mr. Thoroughgood 

contentedly “Walk better dan sidong.”   The younger passengers were baffled by this saying, so I asked Mr. 

Thoroughgood to explain. He said, “If mi neva come, mi wouldn’t get this good information and good company. (Self- 

explanatory!). Still not sure if this absolved him “Thoroughly”!! 

 

I consulted my Patois Dictionary the very next day and searched for this saying… “To walk is better   than to sit down. 

 Used when someone   goes somewhere and receives something he or she needs  or can use, that he or she might not 

have received,   staying home. Pertinent I thought, when coming from Mr. Thoroughgood!  

 

The enhancement of community spirit and the camaraderie, was as important as viewing the cultural and historical sites. 

WE can’t wait for the next outing!! 

To cap it … KASSSI raised approximately $J40000, (£225) which will go towards the Breakfast Clubs and the Back2School 

Initiative 2015-16. 

** Some information was taken from Anthony Kennedy (second bus) after consultation/debrief and collapsed into one 

write up. 

  

 


